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Article 1: When We Love Our Food So Much That It
Goes Extinct
The Salt, NPR – interview with Lenore Newman – an expert on historical Extinction

We humans love food to death — literally.

An Engraving showing Passenger pigeons – a once-abundant bird that is now extinct.

From mammoths to passenger pigeons, we have driven our favorite meals to extinction

through overhunting and habitat destruction. And around the world, our habit of

overharvesting a narrow range of crops has limited the variety of foods we eat.

You write that we eat only a tiny fraction of the 300,000 plants available. Is it

possible to expand our current culinary variety?
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It totally is. There are people around the world, known as fruit hunters and plant

hunters, that go out looking new, [un-cultivated food.] But taking a plant from wild

variety to the store is a very difficult process. It takes a long time [and] there's a lot left

to discover. The Amazon rainforest is a great example. Each square meter of that

rainforest has more species than some northern forests do. We don't know what those

species are. We've never documented them. So, in theory, we should be bringing new

foods into the system. But if we destroy all of our wild biodiversity, we are going to be

stuck with what we have.

You write about passenger pigeons and how they used to be a common dish at

restaurants. They were sold in food markets in the 1770s, but by the mid-1890s

the birds were extinct in the wild. How did people adapt to their disappearance?

The passenger pigeon was one of the most common birds, and it was really popular. In

Colonial times it was turned into pie. It was baked. It was roasted. It was made into

stew. Basically, anything you do to a chicken is what we did to them. They were

common, so they were incredibly cheap. You could buy them for just pennies. Before the

end of the passenger pigeon, chickens were kept in small numbers. After passenger

pigeons were gone, farmers started producing lots of chicken because North Americans

wanted a bird in their food system. Now, the chicken is by far the most popular animal

that we grow for food.

What lessons can we learn from the extinction of the passenger pigeon that we

can apply to other flocking species, such as fish?

I think that [the extinction of the passenger pigeon] says a lot about the future of fish. I

look at our fish docks, and I think that if we're going to see a repeat of that kind of

extinction, it might be in something like tuna or cod. I really hope we don't, but we

probably can't harvest wild fish in any kind of large-scale way and expect them not to go
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extinct. We've already driven a number of lake and river fish to extinction, and I think

we have to move to on-land fish farming to avoid killing them off.

What changes need to be made in our current food system to sustain a growing

population?

The absolute best thing people can do is to eat more plant-based foods. You don't have

to go vegan, but shifting to a more plant-based diet is healthier. Most crops we have are

for growing animal feed to make meat and dairy.  So going plant-based is almost

inevitable as the population grows. We need to figure out how to grow things without

fossil fuels in the long run. And that involves going back to basics. I think [plant-based

burgers] are probably the future of meat. And the main reason for that is the

plant-based burger can just keep getting better and better. The cow, when you dig into

numbers, it's just a problem. [They are huge animals, and take up a huge amount of land

for grazing.]  And if we look at a world where more and more people are eating more

and more meat, it's just not sustainable to scale it up.
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Article 2: Take Me Out to the Extinction Game
May 15, 2019 - by Melanie L. Sartore-Baldwin

Photo: Tim Lewis (CC BY-SA 2.0)

Sports team mascots serve several important purposes for colleges, universities and

professional organizations. Mascots help establish brand identity and provide a point of

emotional connection for fans. They symbolize attractive qualities such as strength, power, and

luck. Perhaps most importantly, mascots are believed to help teams win.

But with the exception of mascots representing Native Americans, little analytical attention has

been paid to the entities that sports team mascots represent — including animal species like

tigers, bears and dolphins.

We want to explore the relationships sports fans have with their favorite teams’ mascots. For

our research, we set out to determine if there was a connection between:

· fans’ commitment to their favorite team, and

· their awareness of the conservation status of the species represented by that

team’s mascot.
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Our research shows that, unfortunately, conversations about the [struggles] of the species

represented by a mascot [are rare].

This is particularly troubling when the species has an endangered status. For example, a

[college] institution with a black bear as its mascot may share little information about the

animal beyond [a cartoony representation].

Rarely, if ever, do institutions make an effort to educate the public about the species, advocate

for its survival, or protect the species and its natural habitat from harm, exploitation and

extinction.

In the broader context of sport, this is not surprising. Some of the earliest sporting events

pitted animal against animal or animal against human for the purposes of entertainment.

Many of these events still occur despite public condemnation. Bullfighting, cockfighting,

animal baiting, foxhunting, dog racing and dogfighting all continue to take place under the

guise of “sport.”

The use of animals also continues with regard to sports equipment. The dead bodies of animals

provide material to make baseball gloves, golf bags, saddles and more. Sports fans eat lots of

meat while watching events at sports venues, bars and at home.

In this context, the use of nonhuman animals and their environments by humans in the sports

context can be described as arthropathic. Anthroparchy refers to the human domination,

oppression and exploitation of natural resources to serve their own interests. As a result,

speciesist ideologies are endemic to sport and sports organizations. This means that little to no

responsibility is being taken for the livelihood and survival of the nonhuman species directly

involved in the sport experience.

The survival of endangered species that serve as sports team mascots should be a shared

responsibility. We argue that any sports organization using an endangered species animal as

their mascot has a degree of responsibility in ensuring its safety and survival.
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This is actually an

opportunity for sports

organizations, as we

found when investigating

sport fans’ knowledge

about their endangered

species mascot at a

Division 1 institution

located in the Midwestern

United States.

Our research revealed that people who possessed a high level of fan identity wanted to learn

more about how their endangered species mascot. In some cases these fans also wanted

information about conservation of the species. Most fans were not aware of how few

individuals of their mascot’s species were left in the wild, suggesting that a program focused on

education could be incredibly helpful.

Unfortunately, in this particular instance, the athletic director of the school was not open to

providing education to sport fans, as he felt it was too political an issue.

It is possible for sport organizations and institutions to take a proactive stance and embrace

their responsibility to protect the very species they’re exploiting. That’s just playing fair — and

will help ensure that the species teams use as their mascots stick around for overtime and

many seasons to come.
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Article 3: In the Shadow of Extinction
New York Times: Opinion |Terry Tempest Williams [edited]

Will the groundhog see his shadow this morning and go into his burrow for the next six weeks

of winter, or will a cloudy day mean an early spring? Groundhog Day reminds us that in the

heart of winter, rebirth is possible, even in a frozen world.

There are five species of prairie dogs in North America: black-tailed, white-tailed, Gunnison,

Mexican and Utah. All of them are social creatures. All of them are in jeopardy. The causes:

cruelty and a loss of habitat.

It was estimated there were nearly five billion prairie dogs in North America in the early

1900's. The largest colony on record, in Texas, was 100 miles wide, 250 miles long and had an

estimated 400 million prairie dogs. Prairie dogs create habitat, not only for themselves, but for

other animals. One study of black-tailed prairie dogs identified more than 140 species of

wildlife associated with “prairie dog towns,” where their many tunnels and hill can be found,

including bison, pronghorn antelope and burrowing owls, as well as carnivores like

rattlesnakes, coyotes and black-footed ferrets.
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Prairie dogs create community. Destroy them and you destroy a varied world.

In 1950, government officials proposed getting rid of prairie dogs on parts of the Navajo

Reservation to protect the roots of desert grasses so they could maintain some grazing for

sheep. The Navajo elders objected, insisting that ''if you kill all the prairie dogs, there will be no

one to cry for the rain.''

The officials carried out their plan, and the desert near Chilchinbito, Arizona became a

wasteland. Without the burrowing animals, the soil became hard and impenetrable to rain. The

result: fierce runoff creating devastating erosion.

In 2003, the Utah prairie dog, in particular, was in danger.

In 1973, after years of poisoning, hunting, disease and loss of habitat, the Utah prairie dog was

listed as an endangered species.

In 1984, ranchers, farmers and developers convinced lawmakers that the animals caused

trouble and were bad for their businesses, which allowed for the animal to be killed once again.

In 2003, its population was believed to number only 4,217, according to the Utah Division of

Wildlife Resources. A coalition of environmental groups petitioned the United States Fish and

Wildlife Service to reclassify the Utah prairie dog as endangered so that they don’t become

extinct.

Why should we care about the fate of an invisible animal in remote Western grasslands that

spends half of its life underground? Because the story of the Utah prairie dog is the story of the

range of our compassion. If we can extend our idea of community to include the lowliest of

creatures, we will be closer to finding a pathway to empathy and tolerance. If we cannot

accommodate them, the shadow we will see on our own home ground will be a forecast of our

extended winter of the soul.


